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**Board Books and Picture Books**
(age ranges included in parenthesis)

- **All Aboard the Dinotrain/Dinosailors/Dinosoaring** by Deb Lund (ages 4-8)
- **Are the Dinosaurs Dead, Dad?** by Julie Middleton (3-7)
- **Bang! Boom! Roar!: A Busy Crew of Dinosaurs** by Nate Evans (4-7)
- **The Berenstain Bears Dinosaur Dig** by Jan & Stan Berenstain (4-7)
- **Bones, Bones, Dinosaur Bones** by Byron Barton (2-5)
- **Brontorina** by James Howe (4-7)
- **Captain Flinn and the Pirate Dinosaurs** by Andrae Giles (6-8)
- **Chalk** by Bill Thomson (wordless) (4-8)
- **Creature Count: A Prehistoric Rhyme** by Brenda Huante (3-6)
- **Crunch Munch Dinosaur Lunch** by Paul Bright (4-6)
- **Dancing Dinos** (beginning reader series) by Sally Lucas
- **Danny and the Dinosaur** (beginning reader series) by Syd Hoff (4-8)
- **Dear Tyrannosaurus Rex** by Lisa McClatchy (5-7)
- **Digger the Dinosaur** (beginning reader series) by Rebecca Kai Dotlich (4-7)
- **Dini Dinosaur** by Karen Beaumont (2-5)
- **Dino-Basketball/Dino-Hockey/Dino-Soccer** by Lisa Wheeler (4-8)
- **Dino Bites!** by Algy Craig Hall (3-5)
- **Dino School** (beginning reader series) by Bonnie Williams (4-7)
- **Dinosaur Bob and his Adventures with the Family Lazado** by William Joyce (5-8)
- **A Dinosaur Called Tiny** by Alan Durant (4-7)
- **Dinosaur Dinosaur** by Kevin Lewis (4-7)
- **The Dinosaur Tamer** by Carol Greathouse (4-7)
- **Dinosaurumpus!** by Tony Mitton (4-7)
Dinosaur Thunder by Marion Dane Bauer (3-6)
Dinosaur Pet by Marc Sedaka (4-7)
Dinosaur Zoom! by Penny Dale (3-6)
Dinosaur Numbers/Dinosaur Colors (board book) by Paul Strickland (0-3)
Dinosaur vs. (series) by Bob Shea (2-5)
Dinosaurs Don’t, Dinosaurs Do (beginning reader) by Steve Bjorkman (4-7)
Dinos in the Snow! by Karma Wilson (4-6)
Dinotrux/Revenge of the Dinotrux by Chris Gall (4-8)
Edwina, the Dinosaur who Didn’t Know She was Extinct by Mo Willems (3-7)
Goldilocks and the Three Dinosaurs by Mo Willems (5-8)
How Do Dinosaurs (series) by Jane Yolen (3-7)
How to Raise a Dinosaur by Natasha Wing (4-8)
I Am a Tyrannosaurus by Anna Grossnickle Hines (2-5)
I Speak Dinosaur! by Henry Jed (3-7)
I’m Bad! I’m Big! by Kate McMullan (4-7)
Little Grunt and the Big Egg: A Prehistoric Tale by Tomie De Paola (4-8)
One-o-saur, Two-o-saur by David Bedford (2-4)
The Mine-o-saur by Sudipta Bardhan-Quallen (3-6)
Princess Dinosaur by Jill Kastner (4-7)
The Really, Really, Really Big Dinosaur by Richard Byrne (4-6)
Saturday Night at the Dinosaur Stomp by Carol Diggory Shields (4-8)
Stomp, Dinosaur, Stomp! by Margaret Mayo (4-6)
Tea Rex by Molly Schaar (3-7)
Three Little Dinosaurs by Charles Fuge (2-5)
Tyrannosaurus Dad by Liz Rosenberg (5-7)
The Ugly Duckling Dinosaur: A Prehistoric Tale by Cheryl Bardoe (4-7)
When Dinosaurs Came with Everything by Elise Broach (4-7)
Where’s the Dinosaur? by Keith Moseley (4-8)

Non-Fiction

Born to Be Giants: How Baby Dinosaurs Grew to Rule the World by Lita Judge (Ages 8-10)
The Dinosaur Museum (beginning reader) by JoAnn Early Macken (4-8)
Dinosaurs and Prehistoric Animals (series) by Capstone Publishers (4-8)
Dinosaurs and Other Prehistoric Creatures You Can Draw by Nicole Breke (7-10)
Dinosaurs: Facts at Your Fingertips by DK Publishers (10-13)
Dinosaur Find (series) by Dougal Dixon (5-8)
Dinosaurs in Your Backyard by Hugh Brewster (8-11)
Figuring out Fossils by Sally Walker (8-11)
First Big Book of Dinosaurs by Catherine Hughes (3-6)
How the Dinosaur got to the Museum by Jessie Hartland (7-10)
Introducing Dinosaurs (series) by Susan Heinrichs Gray (5-8)
Jurassic Poop: What Dinosaurs (and others) Left Behind by Jacob Berkowitz (8-12)
The Magic School Bus Flies with the Dinosaurs (beginning reader) by Martin Schwabacher (5-8)
My Teacher is a Dinosaur and other Prehistoric Poems, Jokes, Riddles, and Amazing Facts by Lorren Leedy (8-12)
National Geographic Kids Ultimate Dinopedia by Don Lessem (8-12)
Paleo Bugs: Survival of the Creepiest by Timothy Bradley (8-12)
Show Me Dinosaurs: My First Picture Encyclopedia by Janet Riehecky (3-7)
A Year in the World of Dinosaurs by Elizabeth Havercroft (5-9)

Chapter Books (Ages 6-10)

Dinosaur Cove (series) by Rex Stone
Dinosaurs before Dark by Mary Pope Osborne
The Extinct Files: My Science Project (elementary picture book) by Wallace Edwards
Ivy and Bean Break the Fossil Record by Annie Barrows
Lulu and the Brontosaurus by Judith Viorst
Things that Go Bump in the Night (Super Hero Squad) by Todd Dezago
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